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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0199266A1] 1. Mobile radio system or producing telephone connections from and to vehicles (F) via radio links between vehicle-side
mobile radio sets (MB) and stationary base stations (FuKo), the geographical area covered by the system being subdivided into a multiplicity of
partially overlapping radio zones (Z1 to Zn) and each radio zone having a base station (FuKo) permanently assigned to it and in each case locating
devices being provided in order to identify the radio zone (Z1 to Zn) corresponding to the location of the vehicle and to assign the mobile radio set
(MB) to the base station corresponding to this radio zone, characterized in that in the vehicles (F) in each case a navigation unit (N) is provided
which determines the location data of the vehicle by means of a vehicle-own dead-reckoning navigation system (KON), these data being corrected
on passing stationary beacons with the beacon location data received thereby, and in that the mobile radio system is configured in such a way
that the location data in each case determined in the navigation unit (N) are transmitted to the mobile radio set (MB) of the vehicle (F) and in that
the mobile radio set (MB) evaluates these location data by comparison with the local data of the individual radio zones (Z1 to Zn) to determine the
associated radio zone or the associated base station (FuKo).
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